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INTRODUCING THE ALL 
NEW NORDIC BLUE! 

Next month, you’ll be able to get your 
hands on our best-selling Nordic range in 
our all new colourway – blue. The perfect 
minimalist collection for the modern 
kitchen, the Nordic range is a recognisably 
Scandi-inspired collection utilising the soft 
wooden textures and neutral colours of 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland to 
truly transport the taste of Scandinavia to 
your home. Available in mid-November, 
the beautiful new Nordic blue collection 
joins the ranges 3 other colours; slate grey, 
cotton white, and pine green. The range 
includes everything you need to transform 
your kitchen into a contemporary dream, 
but be quick this collection is bound to be 
a sell-out. 

OUR BEST-SELLING NORDIC 
RANGE IS COMING OUT IN A 
BRAND-NEW COLOUR. 

Version 1
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If you’re a fan of our Symphony range, you’ll be pleased to hear 
our 800W Symphony Digital Microwaves (SM22038BN) are coming 
into stock next month. If you already have our Symphony Kettle 
and Toaster, why not complete the set with the new Symphony 
Microwave? This sleek and stylish digital microwave is the perfect 
addition to any kitchen and compliments any homes décor. 
With a powerful 800W power output and 5 power levels, its ideal 
for cooking a wide variety of different foods, effortlessly. From 
reheating leftovers and cooking vegetables for your family meals, 
to making popcorn and melting chocolate, its quick and hassle-
free with this digital microwave. A handy defrost setting saves 
valuable time in the kitchen, allowing you to cook from frozen 
or quickly defrost ingredients for your weeknight meals. With a 
generous 20-litre capacity, there’s plenty of space for a full-sized 
dinner plate, making it perfect for one or the whole family. Designed 
with practicality and style in mind, its sleek mirrored design, curved 
pull door handle and minimal controls make this a stylish addition 
to any space. Available in three colours – black, white, and grey. 
Keep an eye out on our website for when they come in stock.

WHY NOT COMPLETE THE SET WITH 
OUR SYMPHONY MICROWAVES? 

GATSBY APPLIANCES ARE LIVE 

The latest addition to our stylish Symphony range 
is available on our website next month – the 
Symphony 800W digital microwave 

Our Gatsby Kettle and Gatsby Toaster are online now and ready to buy 

The wait is finally over, our Gatsby appliance range is in stock 
and online on the website now ready to buy. The Gatsby 800W 
microwave (SM22045BLKN) dropped last month, and it’s been a 
huge hit thanks to its sleek and stylish design, shadowy finish, and 
chic gold accents. Now you can complete the appliance collection 
with the Gatsby 1.7L pyramid kettle (SK14080BLKN/WHTN) and the 
Gatsby 4-slice toaster (ST14084BLKN/WHTN). Helping to add a touch 

of glitz and glamour to any kitchen with there roaring 20’s inspired 
design, matte casings with diamond detailing, and chic gold and 
chrome accents. Available in both black and gold, and white and 
gold colourways they fit in beautifully with any home décor. 
If you’re a big fan of our glamourous Gatsby range, stay tuned 
for the launch of our Gatsby houseware collection, going live in 
December! 

PRODUCTS
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NEW SEMI-AUTOMATIC COFFEE 
MACHINES COMING SOON 

Want delicious barista-style coffee in the comfort of your own 
home? Look no further – our semi-automatic coffee machines are 
the perfect solution for any coffee lover. Available in both of our 
best-selling ranges – Retro and Nordic – so whether you love the 
cool retro-styling of 1950s design and bright classic colours, or prefer 
a more contemporary and minimalist look inspired by Scandinavian 
design, there’s an option for you.
Giving you the ability to make all your coffee shop favourites to a 
professional standard, exactly how you like them with no hassle and 
no fuss, and without having to queue up and spend a small fortune 
on one cup! You can make lattes, flat whites, cappuccinos, mochas, 
and espressos – to name just a few. Its compact size fits perfectly 
on any countertop and its perfect for impressing guests at dinner 
parties, family gatherings, or during friendly catch-ups, or even 
just for getting your morning coffee fix to start the day, or treating 
yourself alongside a slice of cake in the afternoon. 
Semi-automatic means the vast majority of the functionality is 
completely automated, so the hard work is done for you, but you still 
get control over extraction, ensuring you get the perfect shot for you. 
Allows you to prepare the perfect espresso and rich foamy frothy milk 
at the same time. Compatible with Easy Serve Espresso (ESE) pods or 
ground coffee using the professional spoon and coffee presser. The 
milk frothing steamer allows you to create delicious silky frothy milk 
to make frothy coffees and even for hot chocolates! Available in a 
whole host of classic and neutral colours, keep an eye out on our 
website and social media to see when our semi-automatic coffee 
makers are in stock.     

PRODUCTS

Our Retro and Nordic semi-automatic coffee 
machines are coming into stock late-November 

SEPTEMBER’S 
BEST SELLER
Our best seller for September is the Portable 
Garment Steamer 

The product everyone has been loving throughout September is 
the Portable Garment Steamer (SI12022N)! The Portable Garment 
Steamer is easily one of our most popular products, and its not 
hard to see why. It’s the ideal solution for quick crease removal, 
especially for those who hate traditional ironing. The Portable 
Garment Steamer is an incredibly versatile tool which is great for 
removing creases and freshening up a wide range of different 
items. Safe to use on even delicate fabrics, soft cottons, silk, 
velvet, as well as curtains, sofas, carpet and bedding. Normal and 
jet steam options allow for both upright steaming of hanging 
garments and flat ironing, and its lightweight technology and 
ergonomic design makes it easy to use even for those with 
reduced movement. 
Providing an impressive 1500W of continuous steam, a fast heat 
start-up, and an impressive 25g steam rate, creases simply drop 
out of fabric and it leaves everything looking and smelling fresh. 
A ceramic coating provides a smoother iron across a range 
of fabrics and prevents overheating, and a generous 300ml 
detachable water tank allows you to steam for longer without 
having to refill the tank. Another brilliant benefit is the fact that it 
also sanitises as it steams, removing 99.99% of bacteria and gets 
rid of unwanted odours, making it perfect for homes with pets, 
as well as for disinfecting any hard to wash items like couches, 
cushions, curtains, upholstery, car seats, mattresses, pet beds, 
and even children’s soft toys. Compared to some of the other 
garment steamers available on the market right now, ours is an 
absolute bargain too! 
If you’re looking to get your hands on one of our best-selling 
garment steamers, check them out on our website now! 
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Check out our meme of the month. It can’t 
just be us?

MEME OF 
THE MONTH

SEPTEMBER’S SHARE TO WIN WINNER 
ANNOUNCED 
Our Share to Win #myswankitchen winner for September is @tisha_sl_denver
The results are in, this month’s #myswankitchen winner is @tisha_
sl_denver! We love this picture Tisha posted of her collection of 
Retro blue items. Featured here is the Retro slow cooker in blue 
(SF17031BLN), and Retro 5-piece pan set in blue (SWPS5020BLN). A 
whole range of matching items are available as part of the Swan 
Retro range, available in a host of classic colours. With the Retro 
range, life’s colourful. Thank you so much for sharing Tisha, we 
hope you’re loving your new Swan product too! 

If you want to be in with the chance of winning a new Swan product, 
why not enter this month’s share to win competition? Simply snap 
a photo of your Swan product in its lovely new home, and post it 
on Instagram tagging @SwanBrandUK and #MySwanKitchen to 
enter. It’s that easy! At the end of every month, one lucky entry is 
randomly selected to win a similar product to match the one in 
their photo. What are you waiting for? Get sharing to win! 

HALLOWEEN RECIPES 

Remove the stalks from your apples and 
place them into a heatproof bowl. Pour 
boiling water from the kettle over the 
apples until they are covered and leave 
for around 3-4 minutes. Next, remove the 
apples from the hot water using a slotted 
spoon and pat dry. (This removes the 
protective wax from the skin and helps 
make the toffee stick to the apples.) 
Push the sharp end of the stick into the 
stalk-end of each apple, making sure 
its firmly wedged in. Tip the sugar into a 
large saucepan, add the lemon juice and 
100ml of water and bring to a simmer. 
Cook until the sugar has dissolved. Gently 
swirl the pan to move the sugar around, 
but don’t stir. Add the golden syrup and 
simmer the mixture (be careful it doesn’t 
overboil) until it reaches ‘hard crack’ stage 
of 150C on a sugar thermometer. Test the 

toffee by dropping a small amount into 
cold water, it should harden instantly and, 
when removed, be brittle. If it’s still soft, 
continue to boil. When the toffee is ready, 
add a few drops of food colouring, if you’re 
using it, and swirl to combine. Then turn off 
the heat. 
Now, working quickly, dip each apple into 
the toffee, tipping the pan to cover each 
apple fully. Lift out and allow any excess 
toffee to drip off back into the pan before 
placing onto a sheet of baking parchment 
on a board or tray. Repeat the process 
with the remaining apples until they’re all 
covered. Gently re-heat the toffee again if 
you need to. Leave the apples to set, and 
enjoy! 
Check out the recipes section on our 
website for some more spooktacular 
Halloween recipes! 

• 8 red apples
• 400g caster sugar
• 1 tsp lemon juice
• 4 tbsp golden syrup

• a few drops red food colouring 
(optional)

• 8 sticks - either chopsticks or lolly 
sticks

METHOD

INGREDIENTS
Candy Apples - BBC Good Food 
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HOW TO ENJOY YOUR QUARANTINE 
HALLOWEEN DURING COVID-19 
Just because we have to remain socially distanced, this doesn’t mean Halloween is 
cancelled, check out our list of ways to enjoy Halloween safely at home this year. 
Arrange a pumpkin hunt – an alternative to trick or treating for the 
kids, take them on a pumpkin hunt! There is a viral trend online at 
the minute encouraging people to decorate pumpkins and place 
them in their window or outside their house, so that on Halloween 
parents can take their kids around the neighbourhood hunting 
for pumpkins. For each one they find they get a treat. We love 
this idea and think it’s a great way to get the whole community 
involved. Alternatively, you could arrange a pumpkin hunt at 
home. Buy some mini pumpkins (or plastic ones) and hide them 
around the house, or in your garden with sweets in. Like an Easter 
egg hunt, your little ones can have fun searching for pumpkins 
and collect the sweets. 
Carve your own pumpkin – A classic Halloween activity for all 
to enjoy, coronavirus can’t stop this one going ahead! Get some 
pumpkins for the whole family, and have a pumpkin carving 
party. There is loads of inspiration online for weird and wonderful 
designs, and you can even get print out templates to make it 
easier. You could even make it a competition with a prize for the 
best pumpkin. We’d love to see your pumpkins – share them with 
us online by tagging @swanbrandUK (bonus points for anyone 
who can attempt the Swan logo). 
Bake some Halloween treats – create some delicious ghoulish 
goods for you to enjoy on Halloween. Whether baking for yourself 
or get the children involved, the best part is you get to enjoy your 
yummy treats at the end of it! Try our Candy Apple or Halloween 
Rice Krispie Pumpkins, or go to our website to see all our Halloween 
recipes! 
Host a virtual party – Send out a Zoom invite to all your friends 
and family, get everyone to put on their best spooky outfit and 
host a virtual Halloween party to mark the occasion. Make yourself 
some snacks, get yourself a drink, put on some spooky tunes and 
have a devilishly good time with your loved ones. You could even 
host a Halloween themed quiz! 

Decorate the house – decorating isn’t just for Christmas. Get 
creative and decorate your house spooky-style to get yourself 
into the Halloween spirit. 
Have a Halloween piñata – Buy a piñata (you can get them in 
big supermarkets or online) and fill it full of sweets or little toys. 
Get your kids to dress up and they can take it in turns hitting the 
piñata until the sweets fall out. 
Decorate Halloween themed face masks – is there anything 
more 2020 than decorating a face mask for Halloween? Keep 
yourself and your little ones safe from the spread of coronavirus 
and have some fun in the process. Buy some plain facemasks, 
or make some from scratch, and decorate them with the kids 
with some spooky patterns or Halloween faces. Try a spooky grin, 
animal face, cobweb pattern, or even a pumpkin face. It can also 
double up as a costume! 
Whatever you do this Halloween we hope you have fun but make 
sure you stay safe and follow the government guidelines. We’d 
love to hear what you get up to this Halloween, and if you do 
anything on this list, we’d love to see it! Share your pictures with 
us over on our socials @swanbrandUK. 

SWAN SLOW COOKER FEATURED ON 
THIS MORNING 
Our 3.5L Retro Slow Cooker in Cream (SF17021CN) was featured 
on breakfast TV show This Morning this month. During a segment 
about the best slow cookers available on the market, our best-
selling Retro Slow Cooker was included in the line up! Thank you, 
This Morning!  
If you’re looking for a hassle-free way to make delicious meals 
for the whole family, then our Retro Slow Cookers are ideal. 
Available in three sizes: 1.5L, 3.5L, and 6.5L, no matter whether 
you’re cooking for just yourself, or the whole family, there is 
a size to suit you. Beautifully designed and highly functional, 
cook a wide range of delicious meals easily thanks to the three 
temperature settings; low, high, and automatic. Prepare your 
food, stick it in the slow cooker, and leave to cook whilst you go 
about your day, go to work, or overnight and then come back to 
a delicious home cooked meal, which is hot and ready to eat. 
Perfect for busy people who can never find the time to cook or 
are too tired after a long day in work. Also comes with a handy 
keep warm function, that keeps dishes at the perfect serving 
temperature, ideal if people are eating at different times, or if 
you want to go back for seconds! Featuring a removable ivory 
ceramic pot, which can be lifted out and taken straight to the 
table for serving. Dinner times have never been so effortless! 
Check our Retro slow cookers on our website now, available in a 
whole host of classic colours. 
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SWAN MEMORIES: 65-YEAR-OLD SWAN 
COLANDER HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME 

Pat, 85 and John, 87, have been married since their early twenties. 
They received this Swan colander as an engagement gift in 1955, 
65 years ago, and its still going strong to this day! Since moving 
into their first bought home, their family has expanded into several 
generations, with home-cooked food always bringing order to 
chaos.

Their daughter reminisced how “it was always an open house, 
mum would feed anybody and everybody who used to visit. 
Dinner time was chaotic, chatty and warm with good home-
cooked food”.

The colander has overseen 4 generations of hearty cooking, 
continuing the reliable foundation which stands the test of time 
like any successful marriage. We pride ourselves on creating 
quality products that last a lifetime, and the story of Pat and 
John and their Swan colander warms our hearts and reminds us 
exactly why we love what we do.  
Thank you so much Pat and John for sharing your story and lovely 
pictures, we hope you and your family continue to use your Swan 
colander to create delicious meals and beautiful memories for 
years to come. 

Our products have been at the hub of people’s homes for 
generations, and we’d love to see how your Swan products have 
stood the test of time with you.
Share your Swan memories & pictures with us using the hashtag 
#myswanmemories. 

Standing the test of time, meet Pat and John who have had their Swan colander for 65 years!

COMMUNITY
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Standing the test of time, meet Pat and John who have had their Swan colander for 65 years!

SPOOKTACULAR HALF TERM FUN
How to keep your kids busy this Halloween 

[Door Bell Rings] Trick or Treat? Shout the little ghouls and witches 
standing on the door step… and before you know it their little 
hands begin rummaging through the sweet tin you’re bravely 
holding out. Sadly, the Halloween we all know and love is destined 
(like most things) to be different this year but that doesn’t mean 
we can’t have a spine-tingling good time.
There are lots of fun and spooky ways to keep your kids busy this 
half term. Visiting your local pumpkin patch is a great way to get 
the kids outside, whilst supporting your local community. Pumpkins 
come in all shapes, colours and sizes so why not add some extra 
hocus pocus and set some challenges or even create a treasure 
hunt, to keep your little tricksters busy for a while longer. The fun 
doesn’t have to stop there… take those pumpkins home and get 
carving! In this haunted house, there is always a Halloween playlist 
screeching out of the speakers whilst we find ourselves covered in 
pumpkin insides and carving out a variety of creepy characters 
to place on our doorstep. Ready for those trick or treaters… 
This Hallow’s Eve our community is hosting a Halloween Trial. Each 
household has been asked to place a hand drawn pumpkin in the 
window, for the children to spot whilst they enjoy a covid-friendly 
walk around under the street lights in their spooky costumes. It’s 
such a wonderful way to raise community spirit and bring people 
together, albeit socially distanced. Be sure to check out your 
local community’s board or Facebook page to find out if there 
is anything similar happening in your area and if not, why not 
suggest it!

LIFESTYLE

Happy Halloween Swan Lovers! Blog by 
@insidenumber2

HALLOWEEN RICE KRISPIE PUMPKINS 
RECIPE

1. Melt the butter and marshmallows. Once melted add the food colouring 
and stir well until combined. Add the rice krispies to the bowl and stir until 
completely coated. 
2. Mould and shape a handful of the mixture into a sphere pressing your 
thumb into the top of each one. To make the stalks break the Mikado 
sticks into 5mm long pieces, press one into the top of each of the balls. 
3. To decorate, make leaves from the green fondant and place on top of 
the rice krispie pumpkins. 

•  240g rice krispies 
•  150g marshmallows 
• 75g unsold butter, melted

• 10 drops orange food colouring 
• Green fondant icing, for 

decoration 
• Mikado milk chocolate biscuits 

METHOD

INGREDIENTS

@insidenumber2’s Rice Krispie 
pumpkins are a great and easy 
Halloween treat to make with the kids. 
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THEHOTMESSMUMS PODCAST IS 
BACK FOR SEASON 5 

Here at Swan, we are proud to be sponsors of this brilliant and 
hilarious podcast, which is now back for season 5. Hosted by 
Kelly Pegg and Jenny Powell, who are joined by a different guest 
each week to talk about the trials and tribulations of being a 
mum. This season they are joined by special guests such as 
Olympic Boxing champion Luke Campbell, Strictly star Natalie 
Lowe, and Nutritional Therapist Amanda Ashy. 
The mums are also on a search to find the hot mess mum 
club’s most deserving mum to win a special prize from us at 
Swan this Christmas, which you can hear all about in their 
‘Make Someone’s Christmas’ nibble. If you’re a part of the Hot 
Mess Mums Club – maybe you’re the mum who always forgets 
the bake for the bake sale, or you send your kids to school in 
their uniform on non-uniform day – whatever type of mum you 
are, you’ll absolutely love this podcast! Available to listen to on 
Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, Spotify, and RSS, find out all 
about the hot mess mum’s podcast online at ww.podfollow.
com/hotmessmums. 

Back and better than ever, @thehotmessmums 
podcast is back for their latest season 

SWAN LIVE SWAN SPONSOR 
LIVERPOOL LIVE 
RADIO 

Watch our October Swan Live stream on our 
YouTube 

A few weeks ago, here at Swan HQ, we organised a Live Stream 
where we took on food challenges, vacuum challenges, 
showed you all some brilliant hacks, hosted a huge giveaway, 
and talked all things Swan! If you want to learn more about 
your Swan products, see some interesting cleaning hacks, or 
just want a good laugh, watch our #SwanLive on our YouTube 
channel now. 

Watch our October Swan Live stream on our 
YouTube 
We are proud to announce that we are now sponsors of Liverpool 
Live Radio’s The Breakfast Show! Tune in Monday-Friday every 
week from 7-10am. Liverpool Live broadcasts across Liverpool 
and beyond on the NE Wales, Cheshire and Merseyside Multiplex. 
Listen on your DAB + Radio, on Amazon Echo or Alexa enabled 
device, or online on your computer, laptop, smartphone, or iPad. 
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COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD 

TRADING

In what has clearly been an unprecedented year in all walks 
of life due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, we are proud 
to have delivered an outstanding sales performance. We are 
seeing growth through all retail channels, with even those more 
traditional bricks and mortar retailers bouncing back following 
widespread store closures significantly impacting the channel 
during March, April and May.

All 5 of our key categories are seeing growth. SDA being our 
largest, driven by our core range of Retro, but also through our 
Nordic and Symphony ranges. The period has also seen us take 
a market leading position in garment steamers. Our Homewares 
category, which closely reflects those ranges seen in SDA, has 
seen sales more than double over the period with Retro and 
Nordic driving performance. Heating and Cooling has also seen 
sales double, and we are delighted with the performance of our 
Alfresco outdoor heating range. In relation to Floorcare, which is 
still a relatively new range for Swan, we have now entered our 
second year with this range with sales up over 150%, and the recent 
quarter saw the launch of our first carpet washing ranges which 
sold out almost immediately. We are now committing to large 
volumes to maximise the potential of this category. Finally, MDA, 
it has been a challenging year for this category, however with a 
greatly improved stock position we are now seeing a significant 
recovery in sales.

Our supply chain remains very strong and safe and we are only 
dealing with reputable sustainable factories that produce high 
quality products.

CONSUMERS

Our brand is gaining significant awareness through above the line 
advertising and social media campaigns. We have over 80,000 
Instagram followers, 70,000 Facebook, 8,400 Twitter and 1,800 
LinkedIn.  Social media sessions grew exponentially with almost 
300,000 Instagram sessions and Facebook sessions at over 
50,000.  Instagram being the main driver for millennials, Facebook 
for Gen X and now with us branching into Tik Tok in a big way we 
are now actively targeting Gen Z.

Above the line we are currently sponsoring Liverpool Live radio 
and have also recently appeared on the ITV Hub, 4oD and TV 
advertising with shows such as This Morning.
With podcasts in growth we have also continued our sponsorship 
of the Hot Mess Mums club, which has grown dramatically over 
the last 12 months.

COVID 19

We expect the impact of Covid-19 to continue well into next 
year. We will continue to monitor the advice provided by the 
government ensuring we protect our team, our partners and 
our customers. Our third-party fulfilment sites have remained 
open and operational to ensure fulfilment needs are met, with all 
sites having strict safety measures and procedures in place. This 
includes high frequency cleaning, social distancing, and fewer 
team members on site at any time.

OUTLOOK

Despite a gloomy economic outlook we are confident that we will 
see another year of strong growth. We have invested heavily in 
our infrastructure, added quality to our team and have backed 
this with substantial commitments in stock to try to anticipate 
the spikes in demand that we have seen over recent months. 
Coupled with this we have some strong new product launches 
planned for early 2021 which will see our new Gatsby, Stealth and 
Tribeca ranges hit the market.
Overall Swan is a strong heritage brand renowned for delivering 
high quality value for money products which can be depended 
upon during these uncertain times! 

Trading Statement – Financial Year 2020/2021 

BUSINESS
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The girls at Kingsway Power NC, the netball team we sponsor, 
have been trialling for Manchester Pathway Thunder Netball 
Team. A number of girls from a variety of age groups have 
been successful at the trials for the Manchester Thunder 
team. Well done girls! We look forward to seeing what you 
all do next.  

SPORT & GAMES
KINGSWAY POWER 
NC TRIALS FOR 
MANCHESTER 
PATHWAY 

SUDOKU
Easy Sudoku,Book 25

 

Sudoku #3 , Puzzle No. 2100027

1 3 6

8 4

6 3

9 7 3

5 8 2

7 2 4 1

1 9

3 9 1 5

2 9
©Sudoku.cool

10/30/2020 Halloween - Hard Word Search (Witch)

https://www.bigactivities.com/word_searches/halloween/hard/halloween1.php 1/1

Halloween Word Search

Instructions: Try to find all of the hidden Halloween words in the word search puzzle below. 
(Words can be spelled forwards, backwards, diagonally, up, or down.)

I Y M W A T F G M S B I D N E
U S S W P M B Q N J X G N G W
B B W Z P M X I S B N T M M Y
S E Q U O G A U D I S D F K I
T A P O J R S V L D Z A M B U
G U R H B P A L A S H P I Z J
N B V X E M I R T C L L U K S
M C W N P H K M T N B M N Q O
I Y S I C N X I K E H W B R I

M E R O E M W Q I T A P B L Z
C E A S K A V Q H H N A J T B
C M S X R S I Q S G T G K G Y
Z W L T P K X G D I T B B Q A
Z Q Q J W C P B Q R G M I N G
H P L S Y U G U F F M W E B P

Word List
BAT DARKNESS SUSPENSE

BRAINS FRIGHTEN VAMPIRE
BROOM MASK WEB

CHILLING SKULL WITCH

Place each of the numbers 1-9 once in every row, column 
and 3x3 box.

WORDSEARCH
There are 16 hidden answers to be found, reading in any 
direction, in the worsearch grid.

Easy Sudoku,Book 25,Answers

 

Sudoku #1,  Puzzle No. 2098060

3 6 1 8 2 5 9 4 7

8 4 2 7 9 3 6 5 1

7 5 9 1 6 4 2 3 8
2 9 3 4 1 6 7 8 5

1 7 5 3 8 2 4 6 9
6 8 4 9 5 7 1 2 3

5 1 7 6 4 8 3 9 2

9 2 6 5 3 1 8 7 4
4 3 8 2 7 9 5 1 6

Sudoku #2,  Puzzle No. 2099361

1 8 6 7 2 9 4 3 5

9 2 7 5 3 4 8 6 1

4 3 5 6 1 8 9 2 7
8 6 9 3 4 7 5 1 2
7 1 2 9 5 6 3 8 4
3 5 4 2 8 1 7 9 6
5 9 3 1 7 2 6 4 8

6 4 1 8 9 5 2 7 3

2 7 8 4 6 3 1 5 9

Sudoku #3,  Puzzle No. 2100027

1 9 4 8 3 2 5 7 6
3 8 5 4 7 6 1 9 2

2 6 7 9 1 5 3 8 4

9 2 1 7 4 3 6 5 8

4 5 3 1 6 8 7 2 9

8 7 6 2 5 9 4 3 1
5 1 9 3 2 4 8 6 7

7 3 8 6 9 1 2 4 5
6 4 2 5 8 7 9 1 3

Sudoku #4,  Puzzle No. 2100091

9 4 3 1 7 8 5 6 2
1 2 8 3 5 6 7 4 9

5 7 6 2 9 4 1 3 8

6 9 7 4 2 5 3 8 1
2 3 4 6 8 1 9 7 5

8 5 1 9 3 7 4 2 6
7 8 2 5 1 3 6 9 4

4 1 9 7 6 2 8 5 3
3 6 5 8 4 9 2 1 7

©Sudoku.cool

Answers
BAT, DARKNESS, SUSPENSE, BRAINS, FRIGHTEN, VAMPIRE, BROOM 
MASK, WEB, ,CHILLING, SKULL, WITCH


